
EDUCATIONAL CABINET MINUTES
September 14, 2021, 2:30 pm

Cafeteria

Began 3:30

Attendees:Jim Conway, Geoff Bizan, Megan Coker, Jeff Crotty, Kellie Dudla, Lisa Fox, Ashley Gershen, ,
Emily Holderman, Robin Larson, Ann Moellman, Ginny Mondschein, Deb Quillinan, Kenneth Schenk, Summer
Steves, Brian Thomsen, Heather Usher

Cabinet Membership for 2021-2022:
Jim Conway (Principal), Geoff Bizan (Science CL), Megan Coker (Instructional Innovation), Bridget Crossman
(Social Studies CL), Jeff Crotty (5-6),Kellie Dudla (K-2nd), Lisa Fox, Ashley Gershen (3rd-4th), Courtenay Hall
(Parent), Emily Holderman (ELA CL), Robin Larson (Special Ed CL), Ann Moellman (Lighthouse Coordinator),
Ginny Mondschein (Curriculum Coordinator), Deb Quillinan (EST), Kenneth Schenk (MCI), Summer Steves
(Parent/PTSO Rep), Brian Thomsen (Math CL), Heather Usher (MCI CL)

Cabinet Goals for 2021-2022:
Jim suggested the following one year cabinet goals. Cabinet members agreed to adopt these goals.

1. Ensure that all students receive the CASEL approved LIM direct lessons K-6.
2. Ensure that the LGES committee structure allows us to move forward with leadership initiatives

and standards aligned academic programs.

UPDATES

Principals
Update

KUDOS

Opening of School - Thank you to all staff for the work done in preparation of opening. It was
nice to not open in a hybrid model at 5th/6th and not to have live meets while teaching in
person. The changes in book/paper quarantining rules have also been very helpful!

UPDATES
Superintendent
Thank you to Lynne Rutnik for her time in the district, and welcome to Dr. Douglas Huntley our
Interim Superintendent.  Dr. Huntley was the Superintendent in Queensbury, Massena, and
Hadley-Luzerne in the past. He will be appointed at tonight's BOE meeting.

7 Habits Direct-Teach Lessons
These lessons have begun.  Mission statement discussions have taken place in many classes
already.  Jim reviewed the meaning of a mission with students in conversations in the little
theater.  He also discussed leadership, having a voice in your school, and other leadership
concepts.

DEI (Diversity, Equity & Inclusion) concepts are also covered effectively with our LIM lessons
and approach. There has been discussion by the community at Board of Ed and Policy
committee meetings regarding DEI and what it means.  Further discussion will take place.

COVID-19 updates
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https://www.leaderinme.org/social-emotional-learning/


● The link for daily updates is now on the bulletin. At this time we have 2 positives and an
additional 4 quarantining at the elementary level. It is important we remain vigilant to
reduce the need for quarantine.

● No remote days are scheduled.
● Specialists will add their information for quarantine students to teachers google

classroom pages.
● Robin Larson will reach out to Jamie Bearor in regards to special education services for

quarantined students. Will some of these need to be live?
● No district students are in the cap region BOCES virtual program. One LGES student is

on a short term medical plan with tutoring
● Continue to avoid sharing supplies.
● Snack/lunch/music - students must be 6 feet apart when unmasked.
● At recess, students without masks must still be distanced.
● PLEASE REMIND STUDENTS THAT MASKS MUST BE ON AT ALL TIMES ON THE

BUS!
● We are still hopeful that we will be able to host the YMCA childcare program later this

year. At the present time the YMCA is unable to staff it.
● Please be sure that students sanitize when entering the cluster each morning,

before/after specials, before and after meals, recess, etc.

Staffing Updates
Welcome to our new staff members!

● Jennifer Rodrigue - Sub for Geoff Bizan
● Ashley Schwartz - permanent building Sub
● The TA position for Lynsey Whiting has not been filled yet. We are working on getting a

short-term sub until this position is filled. Jim thanked everyone for their patience and
understanding.

● New staff training on the 7 Habits and the Leader In me took place on August 30.

Student Risk Screening Assessment
This will be completed at the November staff meeting

Fire Drills
Will begin next week. PLease have discussions with your students so they are prepared.

PTSO
(Summer)

Fall Festival - This Friday night, 5-7pm

● Please remind students that masks need to be worn at all times, regardless of it being
outside.

● All servers of food will wear masks and gloves
● We are still looking for volunteers to run the activities.  Here is a link to the volunteer

sign up list:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1M2dwNHl7GCHBMTdhAJJCWoW9Ld2YkU_1L0
9HctAPMuI/edit?usp=sharing

● Hand sanitizers will be in multiple locations
● Masks handed out at admission
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https://ny02208383.schoolwires.net/domain/2413
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● The silent auction and raffle will be under the walkway
● Meal bags will be available for $5 and a make your own sundae station(served)
● There will be prizes for carnival games
● It will be more spread out than usual
● Limited access to bathrooms -like during outdoor moving up, concerts, etc.

ELA

Math

MCI The after school activities schedule will be released this week.

Science

Social
Studies

Student
Leadership

Special
Education

EST

K-2

3-4

5-6

Educational Cabinet Shared Decision Making Discussion Items

I. Lighthouse Recertification Evidence Binder Work Session
Work was completed on our evidence binder. More time needs to be put into this task.
ACTION ITEM: Cabinet members please look at and continue to add to the lighthouse virtual
certification evidence binder document .

II. Let’s Get Acquainted Nights
There was a long discussion around the pros and cons of having LGAN as a virtual event. Concerns
regarding the number of parents that could attend might be problematic.  Cabinet members proposed
that it be a live meet with teachers in the classroom, and recorded. Specialists would do the same.  Jim
will discuss this proposed change further with Fran Cocozza and Dr. Huntley (since the HS plan is to do
an in person open house) and follow up with just the cabinet reps by the end of the day Wednesday
with a letter to go out to families on Thursday.  Jim shared the following  explanation on Wednesday.

While I am uncertain if the HS will continue to have an in person open house, I am comfortable moving
forward with live meets for LGES based on our discussion yesterday at cabinet.  The value of all
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parents hearing the same message at the same time is not lost in this format and interaction
opportunities exist where parents can put a name to a face with both our classroom and special area
teachers. Yes, we can physically distance ourselves with masks off in the building during presentations
as appropriate. I did find out that we can't save chat questions, but you could obviously answer them
that night.  We will follow the Schedule as shared on the district calendar since parents have likely
already made arrangements to be present. Handouts that you may reference should go home in
advance or be accessible on web pages.  I will work with Megan regarding the best way to send link
information home and we will help to facilitate that.  I will send a letter home to families tomorrow with
information on LGAN's and Fall Festival -safety reminders/expectations.  Thanks for suggesting this
format yesterday, I do believe that it is our best option at this time.  SDM at work!

III. LGES Leadership/Committee Structure Discussion

Jims comments:
After a lot of discussion about committee structure in the spring and summer, it’s time to finalize our
plans.  We had spent time discussing the following in the spring and summer:

● We talked about what systems we can put in place that maximize productivity?  Productivity meaning
reaching our building goals and our curriculum goals.

● We talked about if large group meetings (cabinet)  hinder the focus of curriculum leaders and cabinet.
● We talked about how goal setting helps to define the focus of each committee and measure success.

The setting of goals leads to the defining of tasks.  We did this with curriculum committees.

Jim shared that he believes we can achieve more in less time by dividing the committees and that we have had
very few meaningful discussions about curriculum at cabinet meetings.  Cabinet members agreed.  Jim noted
how other schools regionally are not using a model with both together.

After the discussion it was agreed that to achieve what we need to, there needs to be a split in this committee.
Both committees will work toward the building goals. Cabinet will meet and talk about cabinet items and action
items and Curriculum leaders will meet and move forward with curriculum items and action items.  This split will
start at next month's meetings and a meeting schedule will be shared. Both cabinet and curriculum leader
meetings should be shorter, more focused and more productive.

● Curriculum Leaders - Will be able to review current curriculum guides and ensure alignment with
standards.  We can clearly define our program, identify areas of need for professional development.
Identify potential presenters/consultants that we may work with and move forward with this work.

● Cabinet Members - What was shared in spring and summer by cabinet members was a need to
streamline work/narrow the focus.  BIT teams focus will now be cut in half by  reducing the number of
events and topics.  For example, there will be no BIT for communication or for innovative spaces.
Events supported by the BIT teams have been cut in half.

● The 5 Cabinet reps will oversee one BIT team. All staff members will participate on one team and
choose a top 3. Megan will assist with this process.  The BITS discussed were:

1. Leadership -End of year leadership assembly
2. Leadership - K-6 Compelling scoreboard
3. Patriotic Events - Flag day, Veterans Day
4. Math Night/PARP
5. Science Fair
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REPORTS

Emily Holderman shared how she likes the assessment calendar on the bulletin, others agreed.  Emily
shared that the transition back to all of our assessments is challenging and we want to make sure we’re
using the information that we gain by assessing. Jim shared how this is a perfect topic of discussion at a
curriculum meeting when we separate.

Ended: 4:12
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